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ABSTRACT 
We will show that for every integer n> 3 there exists a free non-abelian group of linear isometries of 
the vector space ~ such that any subgroup fixing any point ~7 ~ 0 of O n is cyclic. Recall that two 
elements of F2 commute if and only if they belong to a cyclic subgroup of F2. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
F2 will always denote a free (non-abelian) group with 2 free generators. Given a 
metric space X it is interesting to know if there exists an F2 of isometries of X 
acting without fixed points (i.e., 3"(x) ~ x for all 3' E F2, 3' ~ id and all x E X) or 
at least locally commutative (i.e., ")'3" = 3"3' for all % 3" E F2 such that there 
exists x ~ X for which 3'(x) = x --- 3"(x)). 
The existence of such F2 has several interesting and surprising geometric 
consequences which were discovered and studied by Klein, Fricke, Hausdorff 
and later by many authors. Some examples will be given at the end of the in- 
troduction. Motivated by those applications we will prove here the existence of 
such/72 for some of the spaces Q" and ~" -  1 ¢q Q,  with the usual Euclidean 
metric. 
Here O is the field of real rational numbers, SOn(Q) will denote the special 
orthogonal group of rotations of Q ,  around the origin 0 and 11 • I1 the Euclidean 
norm in Q n. The main theorem of this paper is the following: 
Theorem O. l f  n is odd, n >- 3, q is a positive rational, and ~ is irrational, then the 
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group SOn(Q) has a free subgroup F2 which acts in a locally commutative way on 
Qn \ {6} andacts without fixed points on {~7 E Qn:  11~71l/v"~ ~ Q, ~7 ¢ 6}. 
Notice that we can assume without loss of generality that q is a square-free in- 
teger. It can happen that the set {~7 E Q ,  : II~ll/v~ ~ Q, ~ ¢ 6} is empty, but 
for such q this is so if and only if n = 3 and q = 7(mod 8); see Ch. 20 in [8] or 
[16]. The problem if Theorem 0 is true for q = 1 is still open. Also the following 
problem is still open: Does there exist a free group F2 of isometrics of Q3 which 
acts without fixed points? [For R 3 the answer is yes; see [2], [11] or Theorem 5.7 
in [18]. For related material (also for the cases of R 2 and 2z2) see [6], [I0] and 
[17].] A similar theorem which was already proved in [15] will be used in the 
proof of Theorem 0: 
Theorem 1. I f  n is a positive integer which is divisible by 4, then the group SOn(Q) 
has a free subgroup F2 which acts without fixed points on Qn \ {0}. 
(As conjectured in [14] and [16], Theorem 1 should be true for all even n >4, and 
to prove this it would suffice to prove it for n = 6. Indeed every even n > 4 is of 
the form 4K or 4K + 6; hence we can construct he required free generators of 
F2 for such n by placing along the main diagonal matrices representing the free 
generators of F2 for n = 4 and n = 6. Again in the case of ~n the answer is pos- 
itive for all even n>4,  see [0] or [3].) 
Theorem 0 for n = 3 was already proved in [16]. Hence to prove it for all odd 
n > 3 it suffices to prove it for n = 5. Indeed every such n is of the form 4K + 3 or 
4K + 5, hence one can construct he required free generators of F2 in SO,(Q) 
by placing along the main diagonal matrices representing the free generators of 
F2 for n = 4 and n : 3, or n = 4 and n = 5, where the case n = 4 is given by 
Theorem 1. Thus our proof will discuss only the case n = 5. 
Corollary 0. For each n > 3 the group SOn(Q) has a free subgroup F2 which is lo- 
cally commutative onQ n \ {6}. 
Proof. We use in a similar way the fact that each n > 3 is of the form 3K0+ 
4Kl + 5K2 applying the cases n = 3, 4 and 5 of Theorems 0 and 1. [] 
Now we give four examples of applications of these theorems. Let G be a group 
of permutations of a set X, and A ~ B means that A is G-congruent to B, i.e., 
A, B~=X and there exists 7 6 G such that "y(A) = B. 
Example O. I f  there exists F2 which acts without fixed points on X then there ex- 
ists a partition of X into three disjoint sets A, B, C such that 
A ,.~B,.~ C~AUB~BUC~ CUA. 
[This is due essentially to F. Hausdorff; for a stronger theorem of R.M. Rob- 
inson; see [12] or Corollary 4.12 in [18].] 
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Example 1. The statements (a) there exists F2 which is locally commutative on X, 
and (b) there exist three partitions of X into disjoint sets 
X = Ao UA1UA2 UA3 = Bo UB1 = B2 UB3 
such that 
Ah,,~Bh for h=0,  1,2and3,  
are equivalent to each other. 
[(a)=~(b) is a special case of a theorem of R.M. Robinson and (b)=~(a) is due to 
T.J. Dekker; see [12] and [1], or Theorem 4.5 and Theorem 4.8 in [18].] 
Example 2. I f  there exists F2 which is locally commutative on a denumerable X 
then there exists a set E ~= X such that 
E~EAF 
for every finite F ~= X ( A denotes the symmetric difference of sets). 
[For more general theorems, see [9].] 
Recall that, if X is a metric space, a set A ~ X is called regular open iffA is the 
interior of its closure. Informally speaking A is regular open if it is open with- 
out any missing dust. Let A V B denote the interior of the closure of A U B. 
Example 3. For each n >= 3 and each positive rational q, the sphere (x/~Sn-1)N 
Q n = {~ E Q n : i i~l I = x/q} has twelve regular open subsets Ao ..... A5 and Bo ..... 
B5 such that Ao ..... A5 are pairwise disjoint, Bo, BI and B2 are pairwise disjoint, 
B3, B4 and B5 are pairwise disjoint, 
(v'~$ n- l )  MQ n = Ao V . . .  VA5 = Bo VB1 VB2 = B3 VB4 VBs, 
and 
Ah~Bh for h=0 . . . .  ,5. 
[This follows from a more general theorem of R. Dougherty and M. Foreman 
[4] and our Corollary 0. Indeed a statement similar to Example 3 for the real 
spheres x/'0~ n- 1 = { ~ E ~n : 11~711 -- CO}, where n > 3 and F2 _-__ SOn (R), follows 
from the theorem in [4]. So it suffices to pick F2 ~ SOn (Q) as in the Corollary 0 
and to intersect their sets Ah and Bh with Qn.] 
Unlike for the case of the field R, the Examples 0-3 (which pertain to the field 
Q) can be proved without using the axiom of choice. 
The author is greatful to Jan Mycielski for many remarks which improved 
this paper. 
1. THE GENERATORS OFF2  
As mentioned in the Introduction we can assume without loss of generality that 
n = 5 and that q is a positive integer. We can also assume that q is square-free 
and q ~ 1 (since x/~ ¢~ Q). Then there exist an odd pr imep and an integer b such 
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that p is a divisor of 1 + b 2 but not of q, and q is a quadratic non-residue to the 
modulus p; see [16] (this is a special case of Satz 147 in [5]). Let 
1 
O{ - -  - -  
1 +b 2 
and 
o o o i I 0 1 - b 2 -2b  0 
0 2b 1 - b 2 0 
0 0 0 1 - b 2 -2b  
0 0 0 2b 1 - b 2 
1 
/3- 1 +b 2 
1 -- b 2 -2b  0 0 0 \ 
2b 1 - b 2 0 0 0 
0 0 1 - b 2 -2b  0 . 
0 0 2b 1 - b 2 0 
0 0 0 0 1 +b 2 
Thus a,/3 E SOs(Q) .  We will show that the group generated by a and/3 is a free 
group of rank 2 which satisfies the conclusion of Theorem 0. From now on, F2 
denotes the group generated by a and/3. 
2. A LEMMA ABOUT AXES OF  ROTAT IONS 
For each positive integer m, notice that the fixed points of a generic rotation 
cb E S02m+1 (R) constitutes a 1-dimensional line. The purpose of this section is 
to work out a more explicit representation f this axis• The formula established 
here will be used in Section 3. A square matrix (00 °0m) 
• • • • 
+:  m ..- +i:/ 
which belongs to S02m+l (R), i.e., ~b satisfies t~b. ~ = id and det ~b = 1, can be 






- -S  
C 
C t - -S  t 
S t C t 
¢ (m - 1) 
s (m - 1) 
0 
_s(m - 1) 
c(ra - 1) j 
/ 





• -- tOm] 
• . .  " ~SOzm+l(R) ,  
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and c(r),s (r) ~ ~ with (c(')) 2 + (s ( r ) )  2 = 1 for r = 0, 1 . . . . .  m - 1 (see for example 
Chapter IV, §6 in [13] or Theorem 5.4 in [19]). Moreover we have the fol lowing 
lemma, in which we denote the remainder z mod (2m + 1) by [z]. 
Lemma O. Let (p ~ S02m+l(~)  be represented as stated above• Then, for i = O, 
1 ... . .  2m, we have 
m-1 (~AIi+l +@(2rq-1)] .[i+1+~122:)] + 1 ~ sgn ~ H kWt i+ l+~(2r ) ]  - -  v-[i+~+ ~)1) = 2mt~ss ' ' ' 's(m-~), 
2mm[ ~ ~ ~,  r=O 
where ~2m is the symmetric group on {0, 1 , . . . ,  2m - 1}. 
Proof, We observe first 
m-1 j ,  
( tJ2r, J' j '  t j +lt2r ,+2 - -  t2 r ,+  1 2r,+2) s(r*), 
and 
. . .  
(*) ".. = det T .  T - l  = 1 .tT,  
where ~j is the cofactor of  tj in T. We can get this lemma by a direct calculation: 
1 m-1  r,4,[i+l+d(2r+l) ] ,.h[i + 1 + ~(2r)] 
2ram! ~ sgn  ~ I I  kw[i+l+d(2r)]  -- ~'[i+l+~(2r+l)]} = 
E ~2m r=0 
1,~_~ m-- I  [ ,[ i+l+~(2r)]t[ i+l+~(2r+l) 1 t[ i+l+d(2r+l)]t[ i+l+~(2r)],s(r,  ) 
= sgngI-[  ~ I , '2r ,+l  "2r ,+2 - - '2 r ,+ l  2 r ,+2 ] = 
m., ~ r r.=0 
1,~_~. m-1 m-I m-I ~,[i+l+~(O)],[i+l+~(l)] .[i+l+d(1)]¢[i+l+~(0)]~. 
sgn~m! r0=0 r l E  E " " rm-t =0E k'2r0 + 1 "2ro + 2 /2r0 + 1 "2r0 + 2 1 
- [i+ 1 + ~(2)] 1[i+ 1 + ~(3)] t[i+l+d(3)]t[i+l+$(2)]~ 
• [t2r l+l  2r1+2 --  "2rl+l "2r1+2 I " '"  
. ( , [ i+l+~(2m--2)]¢[ i+l+$(2m-- l) l  .[i+ 1 + d(2m -- 1)It[i+ I + d(2m-- 2)] ~ 
• " k'2r m_ j + 1 "2rm_ I -b 2 -- 12rm - 1 + 1 ®2rm_ l + 2 1" 
• s ( rO)s( r~) . . ,  s ( r~- l )  = 
~ °~n~'['[ i+l+~(O)]'[ i+l+~(l)] t[i+ 1 + ~(1)],[i+ 1 + d(O)] ~ 
(,[i+ 1 + d(2)] t[i+ l + ~(3)] j,[/+ 1 + ~(3)],[i+ I + ~(2)] ~ 
• k~2r~ + 1 ~2rl +2 --  "2rl + 1 ~2rl +2 I ' "" 
• ( t [ i+  1 + ~(2m- 2)] t[i+ 1 + d(2m-  1)] _ t[i+ 1 + d(2m - I)] ,[ i+ 1 + ~(2m-  2 ) ] )~.  
• " ~.'2rm_l+l 2 rm- l+2 2rm- I+ l  ~2rm- l+2 
/ 
• s ( tO)s ( r l ) . . ,  s(tm-l) = 
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/ .[i+ l] 
/2to + 1 
t[i + 2] 
2ro + 1 
t[i + 3] 
2ro + 1 
• det  ,[i + 4] 
~2ro + 1 
tii +im - 11 
2ro + 1 
t[i + 2m] 
2ro + 1 
t[i+ 11 [i+11 .[i+ 1] .[i+ 1] .[i+ 11 \ 2ro + 2 t2rl + 1 12rl + 2 " " " g2rm_ 1 + 1 g2rm ~ 1 + 2 
t[ i+2] .[i+ 2] .[ i+ 2] . [ i+ 2] ~[i+2] 
/ 
2ro + 2 /'2rt + 1 g2rl + 2 " " " 12rra- 1 + 1 ~2rm _ 1 + 2 
t[i+ 3] . [ i+ 3] t [ i+ 3] .[ i+ 3] ~[i+ 31 
2ro+2 t2rl + 1 ~2rt +2 ' ' "  /'2rm-1 + 1 12rm_l +2 
[i + 4] .[i + 4] .[i + 4] ~[i + 4] [i+4] 
2%+2 12rl + 1 /2r~ +2 " ' "  I2rm i+ l  t2 rm_ l+2 
t [ i+2m-  1J .[i + 2~n - 1] ,[i + 2m - 1} -[ i+ 2m - 1] t [ i+2m - 1} 
2ro + 2 I2rl + 1 ~2rj + 2 " " " 12rm_ j + 1 "2rm ~ 1 + 2 
tii + 2m] tti + 2m] .[i + 2m] .[i + 2m] t[i + 2m] 
2r o + 2 "2rl + 1 g2rt + 2 " " " g2rm- 1 + 1 "2rm - l + 2 
• s(~O)s(r~).,, s(~-~) = 
{ tl i+'l . . .  
=2 m'det /  i ' 
\ tI + l . . .  
= 2 m • ( -1 )  i(2m-i) • det 
t. 
=2m 1, 
\ t 2m 
= 2 m.~i o .ss ' . . . s  Im-l) = 
= 2 m . tio . SS t . . .  s(m - 1) 
t[i+ 11 ) 
2m 
• .SS  ! . . .S  (m- l )  
.[i q~ 2m] 
/'2m 
to . . . . . .  to m 
J 
. . . . . .  
t~+ 1 . . . . . .  t i+ l  
~2m 
t2m 2m 
. . . . . .  t2m 
. . . . . .  t 0 m 
. . . . . .  t~;. ~ 
i+1  
. . . . . .  t2m 
t2m 
• SS t . . . s (m- l )  = 
,SSt . , . s (m- l )  = 
where the first and last equality were obtained from (,)  and (*), respec- 
tively. []  
Corollary 1. Let us denote (to) 
~X((9) ---- 2 m ti m SS' . . .S (m-l) 
Then a~x(~b) # 0 implies that the set of  f ixed points of  qb in R am+l is the line con- 
taining the vector ~((9). 











_S  t 
C t 
c(m - I) 
s(m - l) 
0 
__s(m - 1) 
c(m- 1) 
is the 1-dimensional line containing the vector 
If) 
Hence the set of fixed points of ~b = TfboT -1 is the line containing the vector 
1 t o 
3. SOME LEMMAS 
From now on, for any integers z and z', the relation z =_ z' denotes congruence 
rood p, where p is the prime chosen in Section 1. Let b be the integer defined in 
Section 1. For vectors and matrices with integral entries, the relation = means 
that all respective ntries are congruent mod p. Then we can show the follow- 
ing: 
Lemma 1. Let  w be a non-empty reduced word in c~ and 3. Then there exist a 
positive integer M and integers P, Q~ R and S such that." 
i f  w is o f  the form a ~' . . . a ~ then 
lio o o o) P -¢Pb  R -~Rb 
(1 +b2)~Ww=- ¢'Pb -e~¢Pb z ~'Rb -¢ '~Rb 2 , 
Q -~Qb S -~Sb 
e'Qb -e '~Qb 2 E'Sb -E '~Sb 2
PS  - QR - 4 M-  1 




(1 + b2)~Ww - e 'Pb 
\ e' Qb 
PS  - QR - -4  M, 
i f  w is o f  the fo rm ~'  . . . a ~ then 
PS  - QR =- -4  M, 
i f  w is o f  the form 36 ' . . .  36 then 
61pb 
(l + b2)~Ww - Q 
6'Qb 
0 
PS  - QR - 4 M- I ,  
O00i) -6Pb  R -6Rb 
-e '6Pb  2 e 'Rb -e '6Rb 2 
-6Qb S -6Sb  
-e t6Qb 2 e 'Sb -e '6Sb  2 
P -ePb  R -eRb 
J 
6'Pb -6 'ePb  2 6'Rb -6 'eRb 2 
Q -eQb S -eSb  , 
6~Qb -6 teQb 2 6'Sb -6 'eSb  2 
0 0 0 0 
-6Pb  R -6Rb 0 
-6 '6Pb  2 6'Rb -6 '6Rb 2 0 
-6Qb S -6Sb  0 
-6~6Qb 2 6'Sb -6 '6Sb  2 0 
0 0 0 0 
where e', 6', e and 6 are either - 1 or 1 and ~w is the length of  w. 
Proof. We can express the conclusion of the lemma in the following way: 
ifw is of the form ae' . . .  ~e then there exist P, Q, R, S and Mas above such that: 
(1 + b2)~Ww =- Pff~,. t~ l  + Q~3, . t - ,  - ,  . t~3 e --3 u_~ +Rue , _ +Sue,  . t~3 , 
PS -  QR - 4 M- l ,  
if w is of the form &e' .. .  36 then there exist P, Q, R, S and M such that: 
(1 + b2)~Ww = P~,  . t~°_ 6+ Q~,  . '~°_ 6 + R~'e, . t~2 + Sff3, . t~2_6 ' 
PS  - QR = 
if w is of the form 36'..  
(1 + b2)~Ww =_ 
PS  - QR =-_ 
if w is of the form 36' • • 
--4 M, 
• a e then there exist P, Q, R, S and M such that: 
pgO, . t~ l  + Qf f2 , . t~l  + R~O,.,~3_e + Sff2,.t~3_e ' 
--4 M, 
• 36 then there exist P, Q, R, S and M such that: 
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(1 + b2)~Ww =- p~O, . t~o + Q~,  . t~o + R~o, . t~2_6 + S~2, . ,~2 , 
PS - QR =- 4 M-  1 
where / °)° 
U e ~ ~ U E ~" Ue ~ U e ~ . 
\eb /  
Now we will consider four stages o f  complexity o f  w: w is a -1, /3-1, a or/3; w is a 
power of  a or of/3; w is a product  of  a power o f  a and a power of/3; and w is an 
arbitrary non-trivial reduced word. We will use the following equations which 
are easy to check 
b 
t~h '  ~h 1 -- eteb 2 
U_e,  " U e = ~t  b 
First, if w = a *, we have 
if h -  h'  = -1 ,  
if h - h '  = O, 
if h - h '  = 1, 
if h - h'  = -3 , -2 ,2  or 3. 
1 +b 2 0 0 0 0 ) 
0 1 - b 2 -2eb  0 0 
(1 +bZ)a  ~ = 0 2eb 1 - b 2 0 0 = 
0 0 0 1 - b 2 -2eb  
0 0 0 O0 O0 2eb 1 - b 2 ] 
=- 0 2eb -2b  2 0 2 (~ t~ l  ~3 t~3 = • _ +u~" u ~). 
0 0 2 -2eb  
0 0 2eb -2b  2 ,] 
So we can choose P = S -- 2, Q = R = 0, M = 2 and we obtain 
PS-  QR = 4 = 4 M- l ,  
as required. Similarly, if w =/~,  we have 
(1 +b: ) /3* -  2(~ ° . t~°  +~2. ,~2) .  
So we can choose P = S = 2, Q = R = 0, M = 2 and we obtain 
PS-  QR = 4 = 4M-1 
I f  w = ask, we can show that 
-3 ,~3s). (1 + b2)ka ek ----- 2 2k- l(~J. t~ l  ..~ Ue " 
Indeed, by the induction 
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(1 q- b2)kol ek = (1 "4- b2) k -  Iol¢(k- 1) . (1 q- b2)ol E ------- 
Z"~2k- 3,41~U e . t~ l  E -  27/d E43 . t~3_e). 2(~ls . t~ l  E -  _.}_ if3 e . t~3_e ) = 
= z2k-2( (1  - b2)a l ,  s + 0 + 0 + (1 - b2)a . ,a3)  = 
So we can choose  P = S = 22~-1, Q = R = 0, M = 2k and  we obta in  
PS - QR --- 42k- 1 = 4 M-  l, 
as requi red.  S imi lar ly ,  i f  w = fl~t, we have 
( lq -b2) l f161: -2  1 - l (~0 ' t~0 q_ff2 tff2_6). 
-6  6"  
So we can choose  P = S = 2 21- ~, Q = R = 0, M = 21 and  we obta in  
PS-  QR = 4 21-1 = 4M-1  
I f  W = odkfl 6t, we have 
(1 + b2)k+lo~ekj~ l -= (1 -4-ba)kol ek" (1 q-b2)lf161 
22k-1 41 +us .  (us .  t~ l  s -3 t~3_s) " 221-1(~0. t~06 + U 2 " t~26) = 
= 2 2+2, -  2(6bff~. t~o_, + 0 - ebff~, tU2 6 q- ¢~bu 3.  t~2_,) : 
= 22k+zt-2b(6~ ~ .tff0_6 e~ls . t -2  -3 - u_  6 + ~u~ • 'a2 e). 
So we can choose  P = S = 22k+zt-z6b, Q = 0, R = -22k+zt -2~b,  M = 2k+ 
21 - 2 and we obta in  
PS - QR = 42k+21-Zb 2 ~ 4 2k+21-2 • ( -1 )  ~ -4  M. 
Final ly ,  i f  w = &s' . . .  f16, we wi l l  show by induct ion  that  there are such P,  Q, R 
and S that  
(l  + b2)~Ww=_ p~ ' . ,~O6 + Q~,  . t-Ou_6 + Rue"1. t~2_~ + S~3, . t~2_6 ' 
and there is M such that  
PS - QR =- -4  M. 
Let  w = ~sk~t ,  where  ~ --- c~ E' .- • ~ '  has shor ter  length  than  w. Then,  by in- 
duct ive  assumpt ion ,  we have 
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(1 + b2)~Ww = 
= (1 + b2)~ • (1 + b2)k+tc~k/~ ~ --  
- - '1  t~2 ~3,  . t~2 =_ ( i ,~ ,  . ,~o_,, + 0~,  . ,~o_,, + Rue, .  u_,,  + u_, , ) .  
2k+21-2 =1 - - -  eu~ " tu2  6 "[- 
,~2k+2/-2t,{ ,q'Xbt,~l t~O -- 6,6Qb~3e,  . ,ao_ , _b  66Rb~,  ,~0_~ .+.665ba3 t-,o - ~. uk--w t~Jt ut ,  et"  . . U_6 . -  }- 
+ 6 '6Pb~, .  t~2_, + 6,6Qb~3,.  ,~26 _ [~ba~,. t~26 - #b~3, • t~26 + 
+ 0 + 0 - 6 '6Rb~, .  '~_, - 6 '65b~, .  ,~2_,) = 
= 2~'+~'-2b~( - 6(6' i '  - 6R)n~,.  tao _ 6(6'0. - 6~)~3, • ,~o_~ + 
+ (6 (6 'p -  6~) - 6 '6k )~, .  ,n~ + (6(6'0_ - 6#) - 6'65)n~,.  ,a~_~). 
So we put 
P = -22k+2t-26b2(6 'P  - 6it), R = 22k+2t-Zb2(6(6' i  ) - 6[~) - 6'6i~), 
Q = -22k+2t-26b2(6'O. - 6S), S = 22k+21-262(6(6'Q -- eS) -- 6'65),  
M = if l  + 2k + 2 l -  2, 
and then 
PS - QR = 42k+2t -2b4(e$  - 0/~) ~ 42k+2/ -2  • 1 • ( -4  ~)  = -4  M. 
I f  w = a ~' . . . . . .  a ~, let ff be of  the form a ~' ~ '  such that w = Wa ~k. Then we 
have 
(1 + bZ)~w = 
= (1 + b2)II~fi~ . (1 + b2)kot ek =- 
--~ R~,. ,~2 ~,  _ ( / ,~ , .  ,~0_~, + ~, .  ,~o ,  + _~, + . ,~2 ,). 
"Z'~2k-l/'l(u e . t~ l  e + ~3 . t~3 ) = 
= 22~- 1( _ 6'Pbff~,. tffl _ 6,Qbff3,. ,ff[, + 6[~bff~,. ,ff[~ + 6~bff3,. tff[ e + 
+ o + o - 6 '~b~, .  '~_~ - 6 '#b~, .  ,~3)  = 
= 22k-  lb(  - (6 tp  - 6R) f f l , .  t~ l  e _ (6 tO  - 6S)~3, .  t~ l  e _ 
- 6 'R~, .  'a~_~ - 6 '#~, .  ,~3_,), 
and if  we choose 
P = -22k-  ~b(6'P - 6[~), R = -2  ~-  ~6'bR, 
Q = -22~-  ~b(6'(2 - 6$), S = -22k-  16'bS, 
M = i f /+  2k, 
then 
PS-  QR = 42k- lb2(ps -  QR) - 42k-1. ( -1 ) .  ( -4  ~)  = 4 M-1 
I f  w --= ~ ' - . . / f i ,  let ~ be of  the form a E . . .  ~ such that w = ~' t f f .  Then we have 
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(1 + b2)lWw = (1 -4- b2)l/~ 6'' '  (1 + b2)l~cv~ -  
_ 22,- , ( f fo, .  ,fro6, + ~2,. ,ff2_e,). 
.(p~. ,~o + 0~.  ,~o + R~. ,~2 + ~, . ,~)  = 
= 221 - '( -- 6'iPb~°, • t~° 6 + epb~2, • t~o 6 + 
+ 0 - 6'(2b~ 2, • '~°_ 6 - 
_ 6,i~b~O,. ,~2_~ + ~, .  ,~2_~ + 
= 22'-  ~b( - 6'/~ff°, • ,~o_~ + (~,_  6'(2)ff},. , f ro  _ 
_ 6,~a0,.  t~_, + (~R _ 6'#)~},.  '~_,), 
and if we choose 
then 
P = _22t-16'b]~ ' 
Q = 22 ' - lb (e]  :' - 6'(2), 
M = 21+ At/, 
R = -22 ' -  16'b]~, 
S = 221- lb(~'R - 6'~'), 
PS - QR = 42' - lb2(pS - Ok)  - 421-1 • ( -1 ) .  ( -4  ~)  = 4 M-1 
I f  w = 3 6 ' . . .  a ~, let ~ = w -1 o f  the fo rm a -~. -./3 -6'. Then  we have 
(1 -'{- b2)~W w = (1 -'1-- b2) ~w . t~v =_ 
= ,(~a,_. ~o, + (~a~_. ~o, + R~L ~,  + g~-,  ~,) = 
= p~0,. ,~1_~ + R~,. ,~  + O~0,. ,~,_~ + ~, .  ,~,_~, 
and if we choose P = P, Q = R, R = Q, S = S, M = if'/, then 
PS-  QR= PS-  I~ 0= -4  ~t = -4  ~t. [] 
Lemma 0 and Lemma 1 imply the fol lowing: 
Lemma 2. For arbitrary non-empty reduced word w, there exists a posit ive integer 
M such that." 
i f  w is o f  the fo rm a d . . . a ~ then 
(1 q'- b2)2"~W~x(w) :~ -4  M 


























































































I f  w = a ~'.../3~, we have 
(1 + b2)2"~we~(w) =-
[ (-e'~Pb 2- R)(-e'6Sb 2- O) - (-6Qb + 6Rb)(e'Sb - O) + (-e'6Qb z - O)(S + e'6Rb z) 
[ (S + e'SRb2)(O - e'Qb) - (e'Sb - 0)(0 - Q) + (0 - e'eb)(-e'6Sb 2 - O) 
- [ (-e'6Sb 2- O)(P - O) - (0 - Q)(O + et6Qb 2) + (-6Rb + 6Qb)(O - e'Qb) 
I (0 - e'Qb)(-e'6Pb 2 - R) - (0 + e'6Qb2)(e'Pb - O) + (0 - e'Sb)(P - O) 
\ (P - O)(S + e'6Rb 2) - (e'Pb - O)(-6Qb + 6Rb) + (Q - O)(-e'6Pb 2- R) 
~b 3 -6b  
= (PS-  QR)  -e '6b  2 =- -4  M e'~ . 
-e'bl - ~ 'b ) 
I fw = ~' - . .a  ~, we have 
(1 + b2)2"~W~x(w) = (1 + bE)2"~W~x(tw) = (1 + b2)2~Wa~x(~) -- (,) ( - ( -6 ' )b  6'b I - ( I~S-  I~Q) ( -e ) ( -6 ' )  ==- 4  # 6 'e l ,  
-(-e)bl elb ) 
where ~ = w -1 (= a -~.../3-~'). [] 
4. PROOF OF THE SECOND PART OF THEOREM 0 
Corollary 1 and Lemma 2 imply immediately the following corollary. 
Corollary 2. The set o f  f i xed  points o f  every non-trivial word in a and/3 is a 1-di- 
mensional  line in R 5, and the group F2 generated by a and/3 is f reely  generated by 
a and/3. 
Proof. By Lemma 2, the vector a&(w) is non-zero (if w is of the form A.. .  A -1 
we have a&(w) ~ 0 by using a&(A~A -1) = A(a&(~)) inductively). Hence Cor- 
ollary 2 follows from Corollary 1. Of course the second part of the conclusion 
about free generation follows from the first part. [] 
Now we are in position to prove the second part of Theorem 0 (for n = 5). 
Theorem 2. F2 acts wi thoutf ixedpoints  & the set {~7 E Q5 : II v I[/v~ E Q, ~7 ¢ 0}. 
Proof. Let w E F2, w #/d .  We may assume without loss of generality that w is 
cyclically reduced, i.e., w is not of the form A..- A -1 (since the non-existence of
fixed points of w is equivalent to the non-existence of fixed points of AwA -1 in 
{~7 ~ & : II~ll/v~ ~ ~, ~ # 5}; see the equality in parenthesis of the proof of 
Corollary 2). By Corollaries 1 and 2 all the fixed points of w are of the form 
a. a&(w), where a E Q. Thus it suffices to show that Ila. a&(w)II/v/q is irrational, 
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i.e., that II a'x(w)ll/v  is irrational. By Section 1, q is a quadratic non-residue to 
p, and of  course a~(w) E Q5. By Lemma 2, we have 
q. (1 + b2) 4"lw. l[ a-'x(w)ll 2 --- q" 16M. 
Hence II a~(w)ll/v~ cannotbe rational. [] 
5. PROOF OF THE FIRST PART OF THEOREM 0. 
Let w and w' be non-empty reduced words in F2. We will use the following re- 
lations: w ,-~ w' which means that w and w' have a common fixed point in 
Q5 \ {~}, and w ~ w' which means that w and w' commute (Thus the first part 
of Theorem 0 reduces to the implication w ~ w' =~ w '-, w'). 
Remark. Notice that both ,-~ and ~ are equivalence r lations on F2 \ {id}. For 
,-~ this follows from Corollary 2. For ~ this follows from the fact that in a free 
group F2 two elements commute iff they belong to the same maximal cyclic 
subgroup; see p. 42, 6. in [7]. 
Proposition 0. For non-zero integers k and 1, we have 
w k ,,~ w d ¢~> w ,~ w t 4=~> fvwfv -1 ,~ ~¢w~f~ - t  
Furthermore, i f  w -1 ~ w', we have 
W r'~ WtW ~ W "~ W t 4:~ W "~ WW t. 
And the same facts  hold fo r  the relation ~_. 
Proof. Notice that ak ,,, w 't ~ w ,-~ w' follows from w k ,,~ w (by Corollary 2). 
Likewise for the relation _-_ (since (# : l~ ~_ w} is a maximal cyclic subgroup of 
F2). Now Proposition 0 is visible. [] 
Proposition 1. We have the fol lowing implication." 
W ~_. W ~ =~ W ,~ W t. 
Proof. Let • be a generator of the maximal cyclic subgroup of F2 containing w 
and w' (see Remark above). Since n = 5, fv has a fixed point in I~ 5 \ {0) and 
hence in ~5 \ (~}. Thus w and w t have the same fixed points and w ~,, w' fol- 
lows. [] 
The purpose of this section is to prove the converse of the implication of Pro- 
position 1. In the following three lemmas, the relations ~ and ~ mean the ne- 
gation of ~ and _~ respectively, and we write w c_ w' if w is an initial segment of 
w', i.e., we can represent w' in the form wry without cancellation. 
It is easy to see that each non-empty reduced word w E F2 can be inverted, 
cyclically permuted, and reduced such that it will be of one of the following six 
types 
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a. . .a ,  a-1.../3 -1, a-1...fl, 
/3...¢~, a. . .~- l ,  a. . .~. 
Lemma 3. I f  w and w' are reduced words o f  distinct types o f  the above kind, then 
w 7 ~ w', i.e., w and w' have no commonf ixedpo ints  in Q5 \ {5} (nor in R 5 \ {5}). 
Proof.  A l l  fifteen cases fol low easi ly f rom Lemma 2. [ ]  
Lemma 4. I f  w and w' are non-empty reduced words o f  the same type, then w ~ w' 
impfies w ~ w ~. 
Proof.  Let ~ be the first letter of  w and w', and A the last letter. Then/~- l  ~ )~. 
I f  W ~ W' then w C_ w' or w' C_ w. To prove it, assume not, i.e., assume that we 
can represent w = ~fi~ and w ~ = ~,¢v' without cancel lat ion by non-empty  re- 
duced words ~ = to. . .  or, fi: = ~-...  A and fi~' = r ' . - .  A with a - I  ~ r ~ r '  ~ a -~. 
Then, by Lemma 3, two words f-v-lw~-v= fv~v=r . . .Axo . . .a  and ~- lw '~= 
fi~'~ = r ' .  • - An. - • a are not  -,,-equivalent. This is a contradict ion.  So we can 
assume w c w' wi thout  loss of  generality. I f  w ~ w', since w is ~-equiva lent  to 
the non-empty  reduced word ¢v = w- lw  ', by Lemma 3, ¢v has the form n . .  • A. 
Then by Propos i t ion 0 it is enough to show that w _~ fi~ where fv is shorter  than 
w'. Hence, arguing by induct ion,  we can assume w = w'. Then w ~ w' is ob- 
vious. []  
Lemma 5. Let  w be a non-empty reduced word o f  the form a ~ . . • ~ and w' a non- 
empty reduced word o f  the form a ~ . . . a -~ or o f  the fo rm/3-6 . . /34 .  Then w 7 ~ w'. 
Proof.  For  w' = a ~. • • a -~, if wa E c_ w r, since the non-empty  reduced word 
fv = w- lw  ' is o f  the form a ~. . -  a -~ which has shorter  length than w', we can 
consider  this lemma for w and ~. So we can assume wa ~ ~ w'. I f  w _c w', i.e., i f  
wa-~ c_ w' or w/3 6 c_ w', since (w -1 w') -1 is of  the form a ~. . .  a t or  a t - . . /3  -6, by 
Lemma 3, we have wTZ(w- lw ' )  - l .  I f  w_~w'  (so neither wCw ' - l  nor  
w _~ w' - l ) ,  since w 7k w'w and w'w is o f  the form a ~. . .  ~ ,  by Lemma 4, we have 
w ~ w~w. Otherwise,  i.e., i f  neither w C w I nor  w _~ w', since w ~ w' - lw  and 
w' - lw  is o f  the form a ~- . . /3  6, by Lemma 4, we have w 7~ w' - lw.  The proof  for 
w' =/3  -6 . . .~  is similar. []  
F inal ly  we are ready to prove the first part  of  Theorem 0. 
Theorem 3. The action o f  the group F2 on Q5 \ {5} is locally commutative, in 
other words, fo r  any non-empty reduced words w and w' we have: 
W ,.~ w t :::~ W ,'~ W t. 
Proof.  By the former equivalences of  Propos i t ion 0, it is enough to show this 
for w = a,/3, a -1 ...13 - I ,  a -1 . .  ./3, a . . . /3  -1, c~.../3. For  w = a, by the former 
of  Propos i t ion 0 and Lemma 3, we can assume w' = a -1 • • - a,  a .  • • a - l ,  a .  • • a, 
/3 -1 . . . /3  o r /3 . . . /3  -1. I f  w' =/3  -1 . - - /3 or w' =/3 . . . /3 -1 ,  by Lemma 3, we have 
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w 5Z ww'.  I f  w' = a -~. .  .fl6otek for  e, 6 in {--1,  1} and  a pos i t ive  in teger  k, by  
Lemma 3, we have  w 7 ~ wtw -~k. Otherwise ,  i.e., i f  w'  = a . . .  a ,  by  Lemma 4, 
w -,~ w'  imp l ies  w ~ w'. For  w = t3, the  proo f  is s imi lar .  For  w = a ~. - -  36, by  the  
fo rmer  of  P ropos i t ion  0 and  Lemmas 3 and  5, we can  assume w t = a -~ • • • a ~, 
j3 ~.. .~3 -~ or  a ~. . .~ .  I f  w t = c~ -~. . .a  ~, by Lemma 3, we have w 7~ w'w. I f  
w '=~. . . /3  -6, by Lemma 3, we have w T~ww'. Otherwise,  i.e., i f  
w' = a e . . .  fl~, by Lemma 4, w ,-~ w' impl ies w -~ w'. [ ]  
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